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New Automotive Innovation and Growth Team (NAIGT) 
  

This paper is provided for information only and provides a brief description of the work of the 
newly established New automotive Innovation and Growth Team. 

 
Innovation and Growth Teams are a BERR mechanism to facilitate the 
creation of a strategic view on what the challenges are for the future 
competitiveness of particular industries 

In the case of the New Automotive Innovation and Growth Team (NAIGT) the 
primary emphasis will be on how the UK automotive sector can improve its 
competitiveness particularly in the context of the twin challenges of low cost 
competition and the transition to lower-carbon transport. 

The NAIGT will deliver an integrated strategic action plan capable of lasting 
15 years with milestones aligned with other related policy initiatives that is 
supported by key stake-holders. Also an improved understanding of the policy 
levers available to government that can be deployed in support of the 
automotive sector to meet these milestones. 
 
How will the IGT work? 
The work of the NAIGT will be delivered through an industry-led Steering 
Group (chaired by Richard Parry- Jones CBE), that will have overall 
ownership of the NAIGT supported by BERR Officials. 

Expert sub-groups will address a series of linked issues to this agenda.  
Membership of these groups, their remit and scope will be decided by the 
NAIGT on its creation. The final report of the NAIGT is due around 
March/April 2009. 

 
Objective 
The objective of the NAIGT is, through engagement of key stakeholders from 
industry (and through a separate parallel Communications Group involving 
other Government Department’s), to produce a comprehensive report that 
contains a series of recommendations and an action plan aimed at ensuring 
an automotive industry that: 

• continues to develop in the UK and adopts world class innovation; 
protects jobs; promotes growth; and encourages overall prosperity in 
the UK;   

• anticipates, develops, adopts and embraces technological changes in 
response to a range of societal, technological, environmental, 
economic, political and infrastructural drivers, so as to inform and 
influence policy making in the future; and  

• retains its international competitiveness by attracting internationally 
mobile investment; and that global issues such as low cost sourcing 
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and new market opportunities are fully taken into account in 
development of the UK national strategy. 

Scope 
The NAIGT’s remit will cover the UK automotive manufacturing sector in its 
fullest sense, from research and development, to design engineering, to 
components, systems, niche and volume vehicle manufacture, including 
construction equipment. It will additionally consider the challenges and 
opportunities presented by development of transport and other areas affected 
by Government policies and the impacts positively and negatively which they 
can have on the competitiveness of the automotive sector, and identify areas 
for improved and informed decision making. 

It will include consideration of developments in both the motor sport and 
automotive retail sectors and seek to maximise synergies, though it is not 
intended that the Group’s eventual recommendations should specifically 
target those sectors. In addition the Review will consider the scope for 
technology transfer between the automotive and other sectors. 

The NAIGT will report to the Secretary of State of the Department for 
Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform.



 

 

New Automotive Innovation Growth Team Membership List 
  

Chair 
Richard Parry-Jones RPJ Consulting Services Ltd 
Members 

Mathias Holweg Reader in Operations Management, Director, Centre for Process Excellence 
and Innovation, University of Cambridge 

Oliver Zipse Managing Director, BMW (UK) Manufacturing Ltd, MINI Plant, Oxford 
Roger Putnam Chair, Retail Motor Strategy Group 
Bob Gibbon Managing Director, National Skills Academy for Manufacturing 
Max Warburton Head of Automotive Research, Sandford C Bernstein 
Hermann Kaess Managing Director, Original Equipment, Bosch 
Nigel Stein Chief Executive, Automotive GKN plc 
Dave Shemmans Chief Executive Officer, Ricardo 
Matthew Taylor Managing Director, J C Bamford Excavators Ltd 
David Smith Chief Executive Officer, Jaguar and Land Rover 
Jerry Hardcastle Vice President – Vehicle Design and Development, Nissan 
Officials 

Simon Edmonds Head of Business Relations 1, Department for Business Enterprise Regulation 
and Reform 
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